EZE Bloodless Castrator
(Model T1)

Wadsworth Manufacturing

Directions For Use:
1. Place clip (A) in the EZE Bloodless Castrator applicator as shown. It fits with the slots facing rearward.
2. Thread latex tubing through clip from back, form a loop large enough to fit around the animal's scrotum and **bring tubing back through clip**. Hook left side of tubing in slot (B) and **then stretch tight to slot (C)** on the left side of the applicator. Place the loop around the scrotum making sure both testicles are encircled. Pull the tubing **extremely tight** by hand and hook in slot (D).
3. Continue tightening by squeezing handle at rear of the applicator until the tubing flattens just behind the clip. **Note:** When tightening the loop, pull the applicator away from the scrotum and as you let the applicator back to the scrotum take up the slack by squeezing the pistol grip handle. Repeat 2 or 3 times or until the tubing is **extremely tight**. Squeeze front handles to secure the tubing in the clip.
4. Finish the procedure by cutting off the tubing at least 3 or 4 inches behind the clip while the tubing is stretched.
5. **A tetanus vaccine injection is also recommended.** Applying pine tar to the scrotum will help protect from flies and possible infection.
6. Make sure you have placed the clip in the clip hole correctly before threading the tubing.

A Few Tips for Using the EZE:
1. Put the triangular stretched rubber ring as close to the testicles and as far below the belly as possible.
2. After cutting the rubber ring, inspect the clip to make sure it is holding the rubber ring correctly.

1. The tighter the rubber ring is on the scrotum the better the results will be. If swelling occurs below the rubber ring it is not tight enough. (Reband Immediately).
2. To help restrain the bull, have someone grasp the tail with both hands as close to the body as possible. Then bend tail straight up toward the head of the bull.
3. After castration has been performed on the larger animals including Rams, drop time for scrotum to fall off is between 20 to 40 days. Some customers cut the scrotum off just below the clip in about 7 to 14 days.

Notes:
After some use the pullback rod may start to slip when tightening the band. Loosen the lock nut on the ¼ inch screw, above and in front of the handle. Turn in one or two turns.

How to Use This Tool:
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Place clip (A) in hole at the front of the bloodless castrator as shown with side hole at top as shown in Fig. 1.

2. For best results hold Eze under your left arm for right-handed people. Rest stainless steel handle on your forearm holding rubber ring with your left thumb. Pull rubber ring across to the other tip of the spreader bar.

3. Stretch rubber ring over tip of right spreader bar.

4. Pull rubber ring from bottom of loop over tip of shaft hook.

5. Squeeze trigger until rubber ring is through the clip.

6. Hold scrotum forward and pull back on Eze until rubber ring comes off the spreader bars.

7. Hold side handle and pull "T" handle at rear of Eze as tight as you can.

8. Continue holding side handle and with your other hand finish tightening until hook on shaft is with in 1" of handle.

9. Release side handle and push front lever forward to crimp clip.

10. Push small lever forward to cut rubber ring.

NOTE: Use release trigger on Eze to release "T" handle for resetting.

Disclaimer
Every effort has been made by Jeffers to ensure the accuracy of the information listed above. However, it remains your responsibility to become familiar with the products you are purchasing. Please consult your family veterinarian if you have any questions.